Hello,
this email is in regard to the proposed, large scale development at Point Wells. I am STRONGLY against the proposed development at Point Wells. This development is too big and will have a terrible negative impact on both the environment and the City of Shoreline, particularly the quite residential neighborhood of Richmond Beach.

Building homes on what is a contaminated industrial area?
Building homes on a steep slope with major landslide risks?
Adding a significantly higher amount of traffic to a quiet neighborhood?

Does any of this sound like a good idea?

The effects on the neighborhood feel and on the environment (plus all of the taxpayer money being spent on hearings and appeals) for a big developer to make money, how is that good for the citizens of the area?

Please do not let this proposed development continue, it will change everything that makes Shoreline great and a place that families want to live.

Sincerely,
Killy Keefe

--
Killy
wheekawheek@gmail.com

"When the power of love overcomes the love of power, the world will know peace." Jimi Hendrix

"Dawn is breaking everywhere. Light a candle, curse the glare." Touch of Grey, The Grateful Dead.

"She knew how animals would act, she understood what animals thought, but you could never be sure about people."
From "The Long Winter" by Laura Ingalls Wilder

What is man without the beasts? If all the beasts were gone, man would die from a great loneliness of the spirit. For whatever happens to the beasts, soon happens to man. All things are connected.
~ Chief Seattle